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ABSTRACT 

 

ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON PULSATING BLOOD FLOW IN 

ARTERIES 

 

 

Cardiovascular diseases including strokes, heart attacks, Stenosis, and atherosclerosis are 

considered the leading cause of death over the globe. The aorta, coronary, carotid, and 

femoral arteries are the most commonly impacted arteries. It's a crucial field of study for 

blood flow behavior. For many years, researchers have experimented with various 

numerical strategies to entice clinicians to trust their colorful contours. In recent, the impact 

of magnetic fields on blood flow is one of the developing approaches to treating different 

types of diseases. However, the efficiency of MHD capture is still unclear, and there is less 

systematic strategy to understand the flow behavior of blood. In this study, a simulation-

based three-dimensional human aorta (brachiocephalic trunk, left subclavian, and left 

carotid) with transient conditions is analyzed to predict changes in blood flow distribution 

and flow patterns under with and without magnetic field conditions. Blood is modeled as 

non-Newtonian fluids along with plasma. VOF modeling for multiphase flow is used to 

mix RBC and plasma to predict the pulsating condition for the flow. Moreover, 1 Tesla 

magnetic field is applied to the selected section of the aorta. For simulation purposes, 

ANSYS Fluent software is used to identify the values for velocity, pressure, and wall shear 

force to understand the flow behavior of blood. The result shows that velocity, pressure, 

and wall shear stress are affected by exposure to MHD. By applying MHD, due to the 

freezing effect, the flow velocity slows down by about .035% while pressure increases by 

9%, wall shear stress increases by 1.46% as well as mass flow.  

 

Keywords: Human aorta, Non-Newtonian  Blood flow, VOF, MHD. 
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সারসংক্ষেপ 

ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC FIELD EFFECT ON PULSATING BLOOD FLOW IN 

ARTERIES 

স্ট্র োক, হোর্ ট অ্ য োর্োক, স্ট্ে ন োসিি এব ং এ ন েন র োন েন র োসিি িহ কোসড টওভোিকুল োর স্ট্ র োগগু সল ন ক সবশ্বজুনে 

মৃ ত্যযর প্রধো  কোরণ সহিোনব সবন বচ ো করো হয়।  অ্য োওর্ টো, কনরো োসর, কযোনরোটিড  এবং স্ট্েন মোরোল ধম ী হল 

িবন চনয়  স্ট্ব সি প্রভোসবত ধম ী। এটি রক্ত প্রবোহ আচরনণ র জন্য অ্ধ্যয় ন র এ কটি গুরু ত্ব পূণ ট স্ট্েত্র।  ব হু  ব ছ র 

ধ ন র গন বষকরো সচসকৎিকনের তোনের রসি  রূন ের উের আস্থ ো রোখনত  প্রলুব্ধ করোর জন্য সবসভন্ন িংখ্যোসূচক 

স্ট্কৌিল স নয়  েরীেো কনরন ছ ।  িোম্প্র সতক িমনয় রক্ত প্রবোনহর উের স্ট্চৌম্বকীয় স্ট্েনত্রর প্রভোব সবসভন্ন ধরন ণর 

স্ট্র োনগর সচসকৎিোর  জন্য উন্নয়  িীল েদ্ধ সতর একটি।  MHD কোর্ টকোসর ত ো এ খ ও অ্স্প ষ্ট এব ং রনক্তর 

প্রবোনহর আচরণ স্ট্বোঝোর জন্য কম েদ্ধ সতগত স্ট্কৌিল রনয়নছ । এই গনব ষণোয় েণ স্থ োয় ী অ্বস্থ োর িোনে একটি 

সিমুনল ি - সভসিক সত্র- মোসত্রক মো ব মহোধম ী (ব্র্যোসকওনিে োসলক ট্র োঙ্ক, বোম িোবক্ল্যোসভর্ ো  এব ং বোম 

কযোনর োটিড ) সবনেষণ করো হয়  র্োনত স্ট্চৌম্বকীয়  স্ট্েন ত্রর অ্বস্থ োর িোনে এব ং ছোেোই রক্ত প্রবোহ বন্ট  এব ং 

প্রব োন হর ধর ণ গু সল র েসর বত টন  র  পূব টোভোি স্ট্েওয় ো হয়।  রক্তনক প্লোজমোর িোনে অ্ - স উর্স য় ো  তরল সহিোনব 

মনডল করো হয় ।  মোসিনেজ প্রবোনহর  জন্য  VOF মন ড সল ং প্রব োন হর  জ ন্য  স্প ন্দ িীল  অ্বস্থ োর  পূব টোভোি সেন ত 

RBC এবং প্লোজমো সমসিত করন ত ব্যবহৃ ত হয় । তোছোেো, ১ স্ট্ র্িল ো স্ট্ চৌ ম্বক স্ট্ েত্র মহোধম ীর  স ব টোসচত অ্ ংন ি 

প্রনয় োগ করো হয়।  সিমুন লি  উনে নে, ANSYS ফ্লুনয় ন্ট িের্ওয়যোর রনক্তর প্রবোনহর আচরণ স্ট্ব োঝোর জন্য 

স্ট্ ব গ, চোে এব ং প্রোচীর সিয় োর বন লর মো  ি োক্ত  করন ত ব্যবহৃ ত হয়।  েলোেল স্ট্েখোয়  স্ট্র্ স্ট্ব গ, চোে এব ং 

প্রোচীর সিয় োর  স্ট্রি MHD-এর এক্সনেোজোর দ্বোরো প্রভোসবত হয়।  MHD প্রনয় োগ কনর, সহমোসয়ত প্রভোনব র 

কোরনণ, প্রবোনহর স্ট্ব গ প্রোয়  ০ .০ ৩৫% হ্র োি েোয়  র্খ  চোে ৯% বৃ সদ্ধ  েোয়, ওয় োল  সিয় োর স্ট্র ি ১.৪৬% বৃ সদ্ধ 

েোয়  স্ট্িইিোনে ভর প্রবোহও বৃ সদ্ধ  েোয় । 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General   

Over the past centuries, fluid dynamics had been studied and developed on a large scale. 

From inside the human body to the galaxy, fluid dynamics are present. Blood is a 

specialized fluid that consists of liquid parts and solids particles. The liquid part, called 

plasma, is made of protein, salts, and water-like substances. More than half of our blood is 

made of plasma. The solid parts of blood contain white blood cells (WBC), red blood cells 

(RBC), and platelets. An average-sized human being has a mixture of about 45 percent 

solid blood cells and 55 percent plasma. Blood flow patterns and blood vessels are 

consequential health risk factors and considerable contribution to morbidity and mortality 

so researchers, engineers, physiologists, and clinical persons focused serious attention on 

the study of blood flow in arteries. In terms of hematology, is at the forefront of numerous 

developments in the treatment or prevention of blood ailments. As a result, blood flow 

analysis is highly used in the hematology sector. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is used 

to investigate the flow in a three-dimensional computer model of a human aortic arch with 

three major branches to examine pulsatile blood flow concerning time. As a result of these 

concerns, people are rethinking and shifting their focus to fluid dynamics fields such as 

hematology, and magneto-hydro-dynamics (MHD).  

Biomagnetic Fluid Dynamics (BFD) is comparatively a new area in fluid dynamics that 

studies the fluid flow in presence of a magnetic field. The interest regarding Biomagnetic 

fluids, specifically in bio-engineering and industry has extravagant significance due to the 

extensive implementations such as magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic drug targeting, 

magnetic devices for cell separation, adjusting blood flow during surgery, and transporting 

complex bio-waste fluids, controlling gastrointestinal disorders by the magnetic field, 

cancer tumor treatment, magnetic endoscopy, cell death by hyperthermia, power 

generation, aerodynamics heating, polymer technology, fluid droplet spray and so on. Since 

blood consists of a suspension of plasma and red blood cells (RBC) which contains 

hemoglobin. RBCs have hemoglobin fragments in high focus which are oxides of iron. 

Blood can be viewed as a suspension of the magnetic fragment in nonmagnetic plasma. The 

arc of the human aorta has been chosen for analyzing the flow pattern of non-Newtonian 

fluid as blood. Additionally, the volume of fluid (VOF) and pulsating wave velocity are 
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also added to both magnetic and non-magnetic effects to evaluate the difference between 

the blood velocity and pressures and wall shear stress.  

1.1.1 Blood 

Blood is a biological fluid that moves waste products of metabolism away from cells while 

delivering vital components such as nutrition and oxygen to them. Blood cells floating in 

blood plasma make up this substance. Plasma is primarily water (92 percent by volume) 

and contains dispersed proteins, carbohydrates, mineral ions, hormones, and blood cells 

themselves. Plasma makes up 55 percent of blood fluid. Red blood cells (also known as 

RBCs or erythrocytes) and white blood cells, such as leukocytes and platelets, make up the 

majority of blood cells.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: Particles of blood 

(https://www.britannica.com/science/blood-biochemistry) Encyclopædia Britannica, 

Inc 

  

https://www.britannica.com/science/blood-biochemistry
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1.1.2 Plasma 

Blood is always fluid within the body, and turbulent flow ensures that cells and plasma are 

mixed pretty evenly. Human blood volume varies depending on age, gender, weight, body 

type, and other factors, but an adult's blood volume is roughly 60 milliliters per kilogram 

of body weight. Per kilogram of body weight, a typical young male has a plasma volume 

of 35 milliliters and a red cell volume of 30 milliliters. The plasma, or liquid portion of the 

blood, is a complicated solution made up of more than 90% water. Plasma water is freely 

exchangeable with that of body cells and other extracellular fluids, allowing all tissues to 

maintain a normal level of hydration. 

 

 

Fig. 1.2: Blood sediment in test tubes, showing plasma (left), red blood cells (middle), 

and the release of hemoglobin into the surrounding plasma (right) 

© Y tambe 
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1.1.3 Blood Cells 

Red blood cells (erythrocytes), platelets (thrombocytes), lymphocytes, and phagocytic cells 

are the four major types of blood cells. White blood cells are made up of lymphocytes and 

phagocytic cells together (leukocytes). Red blood cells absorb oxygen from the lungs and 

distribute it to the tissues; platelets help form blood clots; lymphocytes help with immunity, 

and phagocytic cells (granulocytes and monocytes) ingest and break down germs and 

foreign particles. 

 

 

1.1.4 Red Blood Cell 

Red blood cells are highly specialized and well-adapted to their principal job of delivering 

oxygen from the lungs to all bodily tissues. Red cells have a diameter of about 7.8 µm (1 

µm = 0.000039 inches) and are shaped like biconcave disks, which have a large surface-to-

volume ratio. Hemoglobin, the component responsible for oxygen delivery, makes up 

around 95% of the dry weight of a red blood cell. Hemoglobin is a protein that consists of 

four polypeptide chains (a tetramer), each with more than 140 amino acids. A heme group 

is a chemical structure that is bonded to each chain. Heme is made up of a ring-like chemical 

complex called porphyrin, which has an iron atom linked to it. As blood flows between the 

lungs and the tissues, it is the iron atom that binds oxygen reversibly. Each molecule of 

hemoglobin has four iron atoms, allowing it to bind four oxygen atoms. Under healthy 

settings, the complex porphyrin and protein structure provides the correct environment for 

the iron atom to bind and release oxygen appropriately. Hemoglobin has such a strong 

affinity for oxygen that at the oxygen pressure in the lungs, nearly 95% of the hemoglobin 

is saturated with oxygen. As the oxygen tension in the tissues diminishes, oxygen 

dissociates from hemoglobin and becomes available for diffusion across the red cell 

membrane and plasma to the places where it is needed. 
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Fig. 1.3: Hemoglobin tetramer 

 (https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/antiaging/iron-metabolism-part-i-sources-

transport-testing/) 

Two αβ dimers combine to form the complete hemoglobin molecule. Each heme group 

contains a central iron atom, which is available to bind a molecule of oxygen. The 

α1β2 region is the area where the α1 subunit interacts with the β2 subunit. 

 

Fig. 1.4: Structure of hemoglobin 

 

Hemoglobin's oxygen-carrying activity can be disrupted in a variety of ways. In both 

oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin, the iron in hemoglobin is generally decreased or 

ferrous. Hemoglobin is converted to methemoglobin, a brown pigment incapable of 

transporting oxygen when the iron is oxidized to the ferric form. Although red blood cells 

include enzymes that keep iron in its normal state, aberrant situations can cause significant 

levels of methemoglobin to develop in the blood. 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/antiaging/iron-metabolism-part-i-sources-transport-testing/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/antiaging/iron-metabolism-part-i-sources-transport-testing/
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1.1.5 Heart 

 

The human heart is mostly made up of a shell. Inside the heart, there are four cavities, or 

open areas, that fill with blood. The atria are two of these cavities. The other two organs 

are known as ventricles. The curving top of the heart is formed by the two atria. At the 

bottom of the heart, the ventricles come together to form a pointed base that points to the 

left side of your chest. Because the left ventricle contracts the hardest, we can feel our heart 

pumping most strongly on the left side of our chest. One atrium and one ventricle are 

located on the left side of the heart. The others are housed on the right side of the heart. 

The septum is a wall that separates the right and left sides of the heart. Each atrium is 

connected to the ventricle below it by a valve. The bicuspid valve is a valve that joins the 

left atrium and left ventricle. The right atrium and right ventricle are connected by the 

tricuspid valve. The semilunar valves allow blood to pass from the heart into the aorta and 

pulmonary artery, which are the two primary arteries. They obstruct blood flow back to the 

heart. 

A few big blood arteries attach to the top of the heart. The aorta, or major artery, is the 

largest of them, carrying oxygen-rich blood away from the heart. The pulmonary artery, 

which connects the heart to the lungs as part of the pulmonary circulation system, is another 

significant arterial. Each atrium is connected to the ventricle below it by a valve. The 

bicuspid valve is a type of valve that is found in the heart. Because they are the "veins of 

the heart," they are called "vena cava." 

Near the top of the heart, the superior is located. Underneath the superior is the inferior. 

The heart's design gives it a powerful, never-stopping pump. The heart pumps from the 

moment of conception to the moment of death. As a result, the heart must be strong. The 

cardiac muscle of the ordinary heart contracts and relaxes roughly 70 to 80 times each 

minute without you needing to think about it. Blood is pushed through the chambers and 

into the vessels as the heart muscle contracts. The speed with which the muscle contracts 

is controlled by nerves related to the heart. 
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Fig. 1.5: Human heart 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Diagram_of_the_human_heart_(cropped).svg)   

 

1.2 Objectives of the Thesis 

Much research has already been done on the effect of pulsating velocity on arteries and 

stenosis arteries in the human body. But adding the VOF model and MHD effect in the 

aorta section is still a less focused zone. For this motive, a numerical investigation of the 

influence of MHD on the aorta section is considered for the present study, which includes 

the following:  

a) To use the pulsating blood flow model inside ascending aorta section in 3D for 

calculating velocity, temperature, pressure profile, and wall shear stress considering 

body temperature (310K).  

b) To Compare the blood flow without a magnetic field and under the influence of a 

magnetic field.  
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1.3 Scope of the Thesis  

To perform the study, several scopes were considered, which are listed below: 

a) A 3D human aorta is designed to simulate the pulsating blood flow. 

b) Blood is modeled as Non-Newtonian fluid and the flow condition of working fluid 

is transient. 

c) As blood consists of plasma and solid particles like RBC, WBC, and protein. 

Therefore, multiphase flow is considered to model plasma and RBC. 

d) 1 Tesla MHD field is considered to determine the flow behavior of blood. 

e) RBC shows both paramagnetic and diamagnetic behavior. Oxygenated hemoglobin 

shows diamagnetism, a weak repulsion of the magnetic field while deoxygenated 

hemoglobin is paramagnetic, weakly attracted to the magnetic field which is beyond 

the scope of this study. 

f) The selected geometry is a smooth rigid body. The roughness and stenosis are not 

considered. 
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis  

A brief discussion has been done for investigating the analysis of the arc of the human aorta 

having four circular outlet sections with and without the MHD is provided in this section:  

 

In Chapter One, the prominence of this research work and how the study of fluid dynamics 

becomes one of the prominent resources for predicting blood behavior is discussed. Some 

general ideas of the present study, including the objectives of the thesis, are also mentioned.  

 

In Chapter Two, the literature review and background of hematology are described. The 

development of fluid dynamics from the ancient period to the modern age is mentioned. 

The publications correlated with this present study and references are also included.  

 

In Chapter Three, the conventional theories, like Euler’s theory and the Navier-stokes 

theory, together with Maxwell and Lorentz’s theory, are described. The theories that are 

correlated with this present work are taken into consideration. The effect of MHD on the 

flow is also mentioned. 

 

In Chapter Four, a detailed computational methodology and governing equations, the 

design and fabrication of aorta, boundary conditions, selection of materials, and grid-cell 

independency test have been discussed. 

 

In Chapter Five, a detailed illustration of the simulation procedure of the study is 

addressed. Validation, pulsating velocity profile, comparison of velocity, pressure, mass 

flow, and wall shear stress have been presented.  

 

In Chapter Six, the conclusion of the present study, findings, and its limitations, along 

with the recommendation for future work, have been included. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 General 

Arteriosclerosis is a frequent condition that has a significant impact on human health. It is 

the constriction of an artery in a specific location. Early arteriosclerotic injuries are not 

evenly distributed throughout the arterial tree; they tend to originate and grow in specific 

areas, such as the aorta proximal to the abdominal aorta, coronary arteries, and carotid 

bifurcations. It reduces blood flow to the organs and tissues of the body over time, posing 

significant health risks. The formation of fatty plaques, cholesterol, and other particles in 

and on the arterial walls generates artery stenosis. Smoking, a poor diet, or a variety of 

genetic factors can all cause it. Coronary artery disease (CAD) and stroke are caused 

primarily by atherosclerosis, which has various hereditary and environmental causes. 

hemodynamic variables (such as wall shear stress, static pressure, and so on) have been 

found to have an important role in the start and localization of arteriosclerosis.  

Blood flow prediction is already in high demand in the biomedical industry and among 

specialists in various disciplines. For years, the hemodynamics of the cardiovascular system 

have been studied, and numerical simulations have helped us comprehend the low behavior 

in isolated stenotic arteries. Essentially, blood is pumped by the heart, which is covered and 

connected by a network of branching tubes, which suckers the blood from the heart and the 

blood artery distributes blood to various organs with nutrition. Blood is transported through 

two types of vessels: arteries and veins. Due to certain diseases, numerous investigations 

and studies have been conducted and are currently being conducted to determine the 

importance and impact of mechanical factors such as wall shear stresses, pressure and 

velocity gradients, and resistance to blood flow in atherosclerosis pathogens, as well as to 

locate and find the reasons for the onset and progression of atherosclerotic lesions. As a 

result of this, various studies have established a link between physiological and mechanical 

variables, with an initial focus on wall shear stress. 

Many studies have been conducted in this area. The flow visualization techniques used in 

the early study on the physics of atherosclerosis were primarily experimental. Many of 

these trials yielded useful results. Other visualization techniques, such as dye tracing, 

provided additional insights on flow recirculation and flow separation. However, probing 
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the entire flow zone was not practicable. The recent usage of laser Doppler anemometry 

has allowed for more exact flow velocities to be acquired, as well as highly informative 

visualizations of flow behavior. Even the most advanced experimental techniques are used 

to obtain poor observations near the wall for some flow parameters, such as wall shear 

stress. Computer simulations have recently been praised as an effective tool for 

understanding flow within arteries. In comparison to experimental methods, computational 

simulations offer the benefit of being cost-effective. These simulations can provide medical 

practitioners with nearly any information that desire, such as flow velocities, pressures, and 

wall shear stresses. The volume of blood moving through the artery to deliver necessary 

nutrients is determined by blood flow velocity. Variations in artery geometry can interrupt 

the flow path, resulting in regions receiving fewer nutrients or life-sustaining elements. On 

the other hand, it would have the potential to promote the accumulation of hazardous 

compounds. As a result, understanding blood flow velocities is crucial to comprehending 

flow dynamics. The resistance to arterial flow is determined by the pressure within the 

artery. Forward flow is aided by a significant pressure drop across the artery. WSS on vessel 

walls has been difficult to quantify precisely and several times in the lab, but it has a strong 

link with arterial development. As a result, it is preferable to use computational simulations 

to obtain precise results. For evaluating the behavior of blood in arteries, computer-aided 

simulations are superior. They are capable of displaying fluid and solid behavior in a 

complete and exact manner. This can be simply deciphered and compared to the existing 

experimental data. 

2.2 Early Studies of Blood Flow 

From ancient times, researchers have been studying the fluid dynamical behavior of blood 

flow through a confined conduit. Lee and Fung (1970) performed an early numerical 

simulation of blood flow in an artery in which flow is observed in a typical constricted tube 

with a modest Reynolds number range of 0-25. A Gaussian normal distribution curve was 

utilized to specify a bell-shaped constriction. Oberkampf and Goh (1974) conducted similar 

numerical analyses. Lee and Fung employed an outflow-type boundary condition, but 

Oberkampf and Goh used an infinity condition. Atherosclerosis is a condition of the major 

arteries that manifests itself in areas of curvature and artery brunching. These are vulnerable 

areas for the formation and progression of atherosclerosis. Atherosclerotic anatomy is 

frequently linked to aberrant flow dynamics and stress distributions. According to Terbell 

(2003), atherosclerosis is more likely to develop in low-shear-stress areas, and fluctuating 
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shear stress enhances the risk of localization. With its curvature, branching, and distal 

tapering, the human aorta has a complex architecture. Because of the aorta's complicated 

structure, Gao et al. (2003) and Mori et al. (2002) discovered that the human aorta is prone 

to atherosclerosis localization. Blood flow in aorta models has also been numerically 

investigated by Kim et al. (2004), Morris et al. (2005), Nakamura et al. (2006), Park et al. 

(2007), and Shahcheranhi et al. (2002). Towfiq et al. (1986) and Dabagh et al. (2008) have 

shown that with a change in aorta size, the blood pressure is changing.  

2.3 Review of Bio-magnetic Fluid Dynamics 

BFD (Bio-magnetic Fluid Dynamics) is a relatively recent branch of fluid dynamics that 

studies fluid flow in the presence of a magnetic field. According to Hu, Meng, and Mandal 

(2005), magnetic drug targeting, magnetic devices for cell separation, changing blood flow 

during surgery, carrying complex bio-waste fluids, controlling gastrointestinal problems 

with the magnetic field, cancer tumor treatment, magnetic endoscopy, and cell death by 

hyperthermia are some of the key applications of bio-magnetic fluids, specifically in bio-

engineering. Hemelrijck et al. (2018) and Ikehata et al. (2006) presented a detailed analysis 

of the utilization of magnetic fields in biological systems. RBC, WBC, platelets, and other 

particles are suspended in watery fluids like plasma to form human blood. RBCs have a 

high concentration of hemoglobin fragments, which are iron oxides. Blood can be thought 

of as a magnetic piece suspended in nonmagnetic plasma. The level of oxygenation 

determines the magnetic character of blood. Human blood is non-Newtonian by nature, but 

many researchers have studied blood flow in arteries and discovered that when blood moves 

through larger arteries at higher shear stress, it behaves in a Newtonian manner, whereas 

when blood moves through smaller arteries at lower shear stress, it behaves in a non-

Newtonian manner. Rashidi et al. (2017), Tabakova et al. (2017), and Hammoud et al. 

(2019) explore how blood can behave as a non-Newtonian fluid in specific scenarios. 

However, some work such as Khanfar et al. (2006) showed that the non-Newtonian 

assumption of blood affects the blood flow in aorta aneurysms but in terms of shear stress 

calculation Newtonian and non-Newtonian simulation did not show any significant 

difference. 

The magnetohydrodynamic flow of non-Newtonian fluids already has too much importance 

in bioengineering. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), heatstroke, and cancer therapy all 

benefit from such flow characteristics which are addressed by Tse et al. (2010), Das et al. 

(2013), and Sankar et al. (2011). Since blood is considered an MHD fluid, it helps to 
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manage blood pressure and is likely to be used to treat heart and vein infections. Using a 

magnetohydrodynamic methodology, Barnothy and Sumegi (1969) discovered that the use 

of an external magnetic field affects the organic frameworks. With a long-wavelength 

approximation, Mekhiemer (2004) addresses blood flow in non-uniform channels under the 

influence of a magnetic field at zero Reynolds number. Halder and Ghosh (1994) focused 

on the effect of an externally imposed homogenous magnetic field on the quality of blood 

flowing through a single constricted blood artery in the heart. 

One of the most challenging topics in fluid dynamics and biophysics is blood circulation in 

multi stenosis arteries impacted by the pulsatile pressure gradient. Hatami1, Hatami2 and 

Ganji (2014) research looked at blood as a third-grade non-Newtonian fluid transporting 

gold nanoparticles through a hollow porous tube, and it was discovered that a drop in the 

velocity profile correlates to an increase in the magnitude of the MHD parameter. 

Amlimohamadi, Akram, and Sadeghy (2016) investigated the transient fluid dynamic 

equations of blood flow through stenosis geometry, taking into account the non-Newtonian 

viscosity of blood as well as both magnetization and Lorentz forces. They looked at the 

true heart rate, intake velocity changes throughout time, and the effect of the magnetic field 

on different cardiac cycles.  

Tzirtzilakis (2005) looked into a mathematical model for blood flow in a magnetic field. 

Mekheimer (2004) studied the effect of a uniform magnetic field on the peristaltic blood 

flow model by the concepts of magnetohydrodynamics, ferrohydrodynamics, and electrical 

conductivity. Jain, Sharma, and Singh (2009) present a mathematical model of blood flow 

in narrow and stenosis arteries under the effect of the magnetic field. Varshney Katiyar and 

Kumar (2010) investigate the numerical research of blood flow in a stenosis tube due to a 

magnetic field. Mekheimer et al. (2016) and Elnaqeeb et al. (2019) studies looked at blood 

flow models in stenosis arteries. Sharma, Singh, and Katiyar (2015) describe the effect of 

a magnetic field on blood parameters in the presence of magnetic particles through a 

circular tube. Zafar, Shah, and Khan (2019) investigated two-phase blood flow through a 

circular tube having magnetic characteristics. He discovered a comparison of the classical 

model's analytical and semi-analytical answers. Shah, Vieru, and Fetecau (2016) 

discovered the exact solutions to the blood flow model with fractional derivatives and 

magnetic nanoparticles in the cylindrical domain.  

Numerous research on curved vessels has been conducted to determine the effect of vessel 

curvature, Reynolds number, Dean number, and Womersley number on the flow pattern by 
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Shahcheraghi et al. (2002). One of the most complicated flow scenarios in the 

cardiovascular system is blood flow via the aorta. Strong curvature effects, uneven 

geometry, tapering, and branching all contribute to this. These are sites for atherosclerotic 

lesions because of the abnormalities observed in the circulatory system, such as curvature, 

branching, and bifurcations which are studied by Weydahl and Moore (2001). The 

dependence on vessel geometries has been demonstrated in previous computer 

investigations. Papaharilaou, Doorly, and Sherwin (2002) demonstrated that out-of-plane 

coronary artery curvature models cause a bulk rotation of the velocity profile, resulting in 

Dean-type flow. Dean-like secondary flow characteristics in the right coronary artery were 

also extremely sensitive to local curvature effects, according to Myers et al. (2001). 

Different reconstruction approaches can thus significantly affect flow patterns, as Berthier, 

Bouzerar, and Legallais (2002) discovered computationally while modeling the impact of 

different reconstruction methods for coronary arteries. Previous CT or MRI-based 

numerical models of the human aorta, which incorporated the aortic arch, had several model 

simplifications. Approximating the cross-sections as circles Shahcheragi et al. (2002) 

adopts a constant diameter throughout the model and Mori and Yamaguchi (2002) are 

examples of such simplifications. The current research involves a numerical evaluation of 

unstable and steady blood flow using various reconstruction methods of a human aortic 

arch and derived from spiral CT images The goal of this research was to see how adding 

model simplifications affected the flow regime. 

 

2.4 This Work 

This study is motivated by previous studies and seeks to imitate pulsing blood flow via 

human arteries in predicting fluid flow. The numerical study of a three-dimensional and 

pulsatile blood flow in a human aortic arch and its three principal branches. Several 

simulations incorporating Non-Newtonian blood flow, magnetic effect, and VOF model 

through each artery have been conducted separately. However, little research has been done 

on combining all of the above circumstances. This research seeks to analyze the flow 

characteristics of Non-Newtonian pulsatile flow with VOF (plasma and RBC) through 

arteries, as well as the magnetic influence. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Related Theories 

 

3.1 Continuity Equation    

The fundamental continuity equation is a formula that describes how intensive property 

changes over time. An intense property is unaffected by the amount of material available. 

Temperature, for example, is an intensive attribute, while heat is a comparable extensive 

property. The obtained continuity equation can be applied to mass and momentum later. 

The continuity equation, often known as the conservation of mass equation, states that the 

fluid mass cannot be altered. That is the flow may be steady or unsteady, viscous or 

frictionless, compressible or incompressible. 

 

Fig. 3.1: Control volume. 
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Or, 

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇(𝜌𝑉) = 0   (3.2) 

 

If the flow is steady, then the equation be ∇. (𝜌𝑉) = 0;  

If the flow is incompressible then the equation be ∇. 𝑉 = 0 

∂x 

∂y 

∂z 
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3.2 Navier-Stokes Equation 

The Navier-Stokes equations are a set of partial differential equations that explain the 

motion of viscous liquids. They're called after the French engineer and physicist Claude-

Louis Navier and Anglo-Irish physicist and mathematician George Gabriel Stokes. In 

Newtonian fluids, the Navier–Stokes equations express momentum and mass conservation 

quantitatively. A state equation is usually used to relate pressure, temperature, and density. 

 

Considering body force and unsteady state: 

In x-direction, 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑢
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𝜕𝑧
= −

1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝒱 (

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2 +
𝜕2𝑢
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𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑥
                             (3.3) 

In y-direction, 
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1

𝜌
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𝑑2𝑣
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  (3.4)  

In z-direction, 
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Those are Navier-stokes equations in cartesian coordinates. 

 

In vector form, 

  

  

 

𝜌 (
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑉 ⃗⃗  ⃗. ∇�⃗� ) =  −∇𝑝 + µ∇2𝑣 + ∑ 𝑓                                                  (3.6) 

 

 

Navier-stokes equation can explain incompressible Newtonian fluid in daily life like water, 

and air (subsonic speed). Basically, Navier-stokes equation is a sophisticated form of 

Newton’s 2nd law and it deals with volumetric forces. 

 

 

 

Acceleration term Acceleration term 

Volumetric force + 

gravity 

viscosity 
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3.3 Viscosity 

The most essential fluid property in the research of fluid flow is viscosity. The characteristic 

of a fluid's viscosity is its resistance to shear operating on it. To put it another way, viscosity 

is a measurement of a fluid's resistance to flow. In more detail, it estimates the fluid strain 

rate generated by particular applied shear stress.  

Consider a fluid facing shear stress 𝒯, as in Figure 3.2. As long as the shear stress 𝒯 is 

maintained, the shear strain angle Φ=𝛿𝜃 will grow with time continuously. The upper 

surface of this element is moving at a higher speed than the lower surface of this element. 

such fluid shows a linear relationship between shear stress and strain rate. 

According to Newton’s law of viscosity, 

Shear stress α rate of strain  

𝒯 α 
𝛿𝜃

𝛿𝑡
 

𝒯 = µ 
𝛿𝜃

𝛿𝑡
                                                                                                                         (3.7)   

Where, µ=constant viscosity of the fluid   

 

The kinematic viscosity or momentum diffusivity is the ratio of the dynamic viscosity μ to 

the density of the fluid ρ. It is usually denoted by the Greek letter nu (𝒱). That is, 

𝒱 = 
µ

𝜌
                                                                                                                 (3.8) 

 

Viscosity is typically designated in units of centipoise or poise but can be expressed in other 

acceptable measurements as well. Some conversion factors are as follows: 

100 Centipoise = 1 Poise  

1 Centipoise = 1 mPa s (Millipascal Second)  

1 Poise = 0.1 Pa s (Pascal Second) 

  

3.4 Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Fluid 

The fluid which follows Newton’s law of viscosity (3.7) is known as Newtonian fluid 

whereas the fluid that does not act on the equation is known as Non-Newtonian fluid. A 

Newtonian fluid is one in which the viscous stresses generated by its flow are directly 

proportional to the current strain rate, the rate at which its deformation changes over time at 

every place. The simplest mathematical models of fluids that account for viscosity are 
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Newtonian fluids. Water and air can be assumed as Newtonian fluids under specific 

conditions. 

A non-Newtonian fluid is one whose flow properties differ from those of Newtonian fluids 

in some way. Most Non-Newtonian fluids' viscosity (the ability of a fluid to withstand 

progressive deformation by shear or tensile stresses) is determined by shear rate or shear 

rate history. Normal stress differences or other Non-Newtonian behavior can still be seen 

in some Non-Newtonian fluids with shear-independent viscosity. Many salt solutions and 

molten polymers, as well as many commonly found compounds like ketchup, custard, 

toothpaste, starch suspensions, paint, blood, and shampoo, are Non-Newtonian fluids. In a 

Newtonian fluid, the relationship between shear stress and shear rate is linear, passing 

through the origin, with the coefficient of viscosity as the proportionality constant. The 

relationship between shear stress and shear rate in a Non-Newtonian fluid is different and 

can even be time-dependent (Time-Dependent Viscosity). As a result, a constant viscosity 

coefficient cannot be determined. 

 

Table 3.1: Examples of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid 

Newtonian 

fluid 

Non-Newtonian fluid 

(time-independent ) 

Non-Newtonian fluid 

(time-dependent ) 

 Dilatant  Pseudoplastic Thixotropic Rheopectic 

Water Quicksand Ketchup Drilling mud Gypsum 

paste 

Air Corn flour Polymer solution Paints Cream 

Gasoline Starch in water Greases Asphalt Bentonite 

clay 

Alcohol Potassium 

silicate in water 

Detergent slurries Glue Printer ink 
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Fig. 3.2: Stress vs strain curve of Newtonian and non-Newtonian material. 

https://www.simscale.com/docs/simulation-setup/materials/non-newtonian-

models/ 

 

Blood is a non-Newtonian, shear-thinning fluid with thixotropic and viscoelastic properties. 

Many cardiovascular handbooks consider blood viscosity values between 3.5 and 5.5 cP. 

In the Navier stokes equation (3.6), viscosity is fixed. If we can define that viscosity is 

changing and incorporate it in the Navier Stokes equation (3.6), it will predict the 

Newtonian behavior of a fluid. When measuring the flow of fluids such as liquids, semi-

solids, gases, and even solids, viscosity is an important factor to consider. Anyone working 

in flow measurement, whether in research and development, quality control, or fluid 

transfer, will find some form of viscosity measurement at some point. Viscosity 

measurement models include the following:  

a. Power-law model, 

b. Carreau model,  

c. Generalized Power Law or Ballyk model,  

d. Cross model, and so on. 

Fuchs and Alexander (2020) found no significant difference for these models on 

arteries simulation. Gerasim and Krivovichev (2021) compared one-dimensional 

hemodynamic structures with different models and suggested that NNFs (non-Newtonian 

Factors) are better in the Carreau model. 

 

https://www.simscale.com/docs/simulation-setup/materials/non-newtonian-models/
https://www.simscale.com/docs/simulation-setup/materials/non-newtonian-models/
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3.5 Wall Shear Stress 

Under the "no-slip" condition put on the boundary, fluid in contact with the vessel wall 

will travel at the same velocity as the wall. For theoretical validation, time average wall 

shear stress (TAWSS) can be calculated. 

 TAWSS = 
1

𝑇
∫ |𝑤𝑠𝑠(𝑠, 𝑡)|𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0
                                                                                         (3.9) 

 

3.6 Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics (MHD) 

The study of the magnetic characteristics and behavior of electrically conducting fluids is 

known as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD; also known as magneto-fluid dynamics or 

hydromagnetics). Plasmas, liquid metals, salt water, and electrolytes are examples of 

magneto fluids. The term "magnetohydrodynamics" comes from the words magneto, 

which means magnetic field, hydro, which means water, and dynamics, which means 

movement. The basic idea behind MHD is that magnetic fields can induce currents in a 

flowing conductive fluid, polarizing the fluid and changing the magnetic field reciprocally. 

MHD is described by a set of equations that combines the Navier–Stokes equations for 

fluid dynamics and Maxwell's equations for electromagnetism.  

 

3.6.1 Maxwell Equation 

Maxwell's equations are a set of coupled partial differential equations that constitute the 

foundation of classical electromagnetism, classical optics, and electric circuits, together 

with the Lorentz force law. They explain how charges, currents, and changes in the fields 

generate electric and magnetic fields. 

 

3.6.1.1 Gauss Law of Electrostatics 

The relationship between a static electric field and electric charges are described by the 

Gauss law: a static electric field points away from positive charges and toward negative 

charges, and the net outflow of the electric field through a closed surface is proportional to 

the enclosed charge, including bound charge due to material polarization. The permittivity 

of free space is the proportion's coefficient. 

  ∇. �⃗� =  
𝜌𝐶

𝜖0
                                                                                                                    (3.10) 
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3.6.1.2 Gauss Law of Magnetism 

According to the Gauss law of magnetism, electric charges have no magnetic equivalents, 

which are referred to as magnetic monopoles. Instead, a material's magnetic field is 

attributed to a dipole, and the magnetic field's net outflow through a closed surface is zero. 

Magnetic dipoles can be thought of as current loops or inseparable pairs of equal and 

opposite magnetic charges.' In a Gaussian surface, the total magnetic flux is zero, and the 

magnetic field is a solenoidal vector field. 

 ∇. �⃗� = 0                                                                                                                       (3.11) 

This is similar to our continuity equation in fluid, ∇. 𝑢 = 0                                        (3.12) 

 

3.6.1.3 Faraday Law  

Faraday's law of induction is an electromagnetism fundamental law that predicts how a 

magnetic field interacts with an electric circuit to produce an electromotive force (emf), a 

process known as electromagnetic induction. In simple terms, time changing magnetic field 

can create an electric field. 

∇ × �⃗� = −
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
                                                                                                               (3.13) 

Which is similar to the vorticity in fluid, �⃗⃗� =  ∇ × 𝑣                                                  (3.14) 

 

3.6.1.4 Ampere-Maxwell Law  

An electric current and an electric field that changes with time create a circulating magnetic 

field. This equation is capable of generating electromagnetic waves. 

∇ × �⃗� =  𝜇0𝑗 + 
1

𝐶2

𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
                                                                                                  (3.15) 

Where, 𝑗 = 𝜌𝑐�⃗�                                                                                                            (3.16)   

This velocity  �⃗�    happens to be as same as fluid velocity.                                

Together this four (3.10), (3.11), (3.13), and (3.15) equations create electromagnetic 

phenomena. 

 

3.6.2 Lorentz’ Force 

The Lorentz force (or electromagnetic force) is the result of electromagnetic fields 

combining electric and magnetic forces on a point charge. The electromagnetic force on a 
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charge q is described as a combination of a force in the direction of the electric field E, 

proportional to the magnitude of the field and the quantity of charge, and a force at right 

angles to the magnetic field B and the charge's velocity v, proportional to the magnitude of 

the field, the charge, and the velocity. 

                                                       𝐹 = 𝑞�⃗� + 𝑞�⃗� × �⃗�                                                                            (3.17) 

 

3.6.2.1 Volumetric Lorentz’ Force 

𝐹 

𝑉0
=

𝑞

𝑉0
�⃗� + 

𝑞

𝑉0
�⃗� × �⃗�  

Or,              𝑓 =𝜌𝑐�⃗� + 𝜌𝑐�⃗� × �⃗�   

⸫              𝑓 =𝜌𝑐�⃗� + 𝐽 × �⃗�                                                                                             (3.18) 

If we consider no electric field, then  𝜌𝑐�⃗� = 0 

From Navier-stokes equation (3.18), 

𝜌
𝐷�⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� + 𝑓  

Substituting the value of gravitational force and Lorentz’s force, 

𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� + 𝐽 × �⃗� − 𝑔∇ℎ                                                                          (3.19) 

Or,          𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� + 𝜌𝑐�⃗� × �⃗� − 𝑔∇ℎ                                                      (3.20)                                                                    

[𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (3.16)]  

These two type �⃗�  happens through phenomena which are called freezing together of the 

fluid and magnetic fluid. So they are coupled in magnetic induction lines and fluid. 

From equation (3.15), if 
𝑑�⃗� 

𝑑𝑡
 = 0  

Then,      
∇×�⃗� 

𝜇0
 =     𝑗              

So, equation (3.19) becomes, 

𝜌
𝐷�⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� +

∇ × �⃗� 

𝜇0
× �⃗� − 𝑔∇ℎ 

Or,     𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� +

(∇.�⃗� ) �⃗� 

𝜇0
−

∇𝐵2

2𝜇0
− 𝑔∇ℎ 

Or, 𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= −∇𝜌 + 𝜇∇2�⃗� +

(∇.�⃗� ) �⃗� 

𝜇0
−

∇𝐵2

2𝜇0
− 𝑔∇ℎ 

⸫   𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜇∇2�⃗� + −𝑔∇ℎ − ∇(𝜌 + 

∇𝐵2

2𝜇0
) +

(∇.�⃗� ) �⃗� 

𝜇0
                                                          (3.21) 
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This is the combined equation of Navier-stokes and Maxwell’s. 

Physical terms: 
∇𝐵2

2𝜇0
= 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 

                         
(∇.�⃗� ) �⃗� 

𝜇0
= 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 
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CHAPTER 4 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

A computational study has been conducted to simulate the three-dimensional human aorta 

model with and without a magnetic field.  The unsteady, viscous, three-dimensional 

governing equations are described in this chapter and solved by the multiphase VOF model. 

ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 software is used to simulate the stated problem.  

 

4.2 Governing Equations  

The primary three governing equations are conservation of mass, conservation of 

momentum, and conservation of energy. Additionally, there are auxiliary equations due to 

the velocity fluctuation over the entire domain. The differential equations for laminar flows 

are expressed as: 
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          (4.1) 

Navier-stokes and Maxwell equations are also applied, 

⸫   𝜌
𝐷�⃗⃗� 

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜇∇2�⃗� + −𝑔∇ℎ − ∇ (𝜌 + 

∇𝐵2

2𝜇0
) +

(∇.�⃗� ) �⃗� 

𝜇0
                                                      

4.3 Viscosity Modeling 

From the various model of viscosity, the Carreau Yasuda model is used for blood flow 

analysis. It is an empirical equation used to fit non-Newtonian fluid. 

𝜇 = 𝜇∝ + (𝜇0 − 𝛾∝) [1 + (𝛾𝐶𝛾)
2]

𝑛−1

2                                                                             (4.2) 
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Table 4.1: Properties for blood in Carreau model 

 

Infinite shear viscosity, 𝜇∝ 0.0035 kg/ms 

Zero shear viscosity, 𝜇0 0.056 kg/ms 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡, 𝛾𝑐 3.313 lambda(s) 

Power law index, n 0.3568 

 

 

4.4 Selection of Multiphase Modeling 

Multiphase is a flow in which more phases coexist in the same flow domain. For example, 

gas bubbles in the liquid, a liquid droplet in gas, solid particles in gas or liquid, etc. 

The available 7 models in this version of ANSYS Fluent are: 

a) Eulerian multiphase model (EMP) 

b) Mixture multiphase 

c) Volume of fluid (VOF)  

d) Dispersed multiphase 

e) Fluid flim 

f) Lagrangian multiphase model (LMP) 

g) Discrete element method (DEM) 

The selection of the appropriate multiphase model substantially affects the solution of the 

specific problems. Here, the VOF model is used to calculate the mixture of plasma and red 

blood cells with and without magnetic effect. 

 

4.5 Computational Set-up 

Computational simulations are performed using the ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 software 

assuming an unsteady, incompressible, and isothermal flow.  

 

4.5.1 Human aorta section design 

The chosen section of the human aorta is designed using SOLIDWORKS software. The 

ascending aorta, brachiocephalic artery, left common carotid artery, left subclavian artery, 

and descending aorta section is selected to investigate the blood flow by Florescu and Maria 

(2018). Starting with ascending aorta to descending aorta, the whole section is tapered.  
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Table 4.2: diameter of aorta section 

 

Section name Diameter (mm) 

Ascending aorta 27.50 

Brachiocephalic artery 8.80 

Left common carotid artery 8.50 

Left subclavian artery 9.90 

Descending aorta 20.50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: A three-dimensional design with inlet and outlet diameter. 
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4.5.2 Computational Geometry and boundary conditions 

A computational domain is required for 3D CFD analysis. The CFD analysis is done to 

determine the velocity profile, pressure, and wall shear stress due to the pulsating flow 

driving from the heart to the aorta with and without MHD. 

 

A three-dimensional domain with four major branches as an outlet model is considered for 

simulations. The computational domain required for the analysis is shown in Fig. 4.2 with 

the necessary dimensions. The boundary conditions are very crucial for accurate 

simulation. A velocity inlet boundary condition is applied at the inlet section of the domain. 

A pressure outlet boundary condition is implemented at the outlet section of the domain. 

The surfaces are considered as walls with no-slip boundary conditions. The following 

boundary conditions are used in the model shown in Table 4.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2: Design of selected human arteries with dimension (two dimensional). 
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Fig. 4.3: Design of selected human arteries in isometric view. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: A cross-sectional plane in xy direction. 
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Fig. 4.5: Three-dimensional meshing domain. 

 

Table. 4.3: Boundary conditions 

 

Domain Boundary Type 

Blood Domain 

Inlet Velocity-Inlet 

BT outlet Pressure-Outlet 

LS outlet Pressure-Outlet 

LC outlet Pressure-Outlet 

Outlet  Pressure-Outlet 

Wall Wall 
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4.5.2.1 Boundary condition for inlet 

Ascending aorta is the inlet section in this geometry. As the heart pumped blood in pulsating 

order. Blood flow enters the ascending aorta through a one-way valve. This pulsating entry 

is designed by a user-defined file (UDF) using C programming code. Sinn et al. (2005) 

used the following mathematical equation for the pulsating solution. 

 

The mathematical equation used for the pulsating velocity inlet is given below. 

 

𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 = {
0.5 sin[4𝜋(0.0160236 + 𝑡)]  ; 0.5𝑛 < 𝑥 ≤ 0.218            

                                                              0.1    ; 0.5𝑛 + 0.218 < 𝑛 ≤ 0.5(𝑛 + 1)
 

                                                      𝑛 = 0,1,2… ..                                         (4.5)  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.6: Inlet velocity profile. 
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4.5.2.2 User defined function for inlet 

The following code is used to generate a profile of pulsating velocity in the inlet section. 

 

DEFINE_PROFILE(inlet_velocity,t,i) 

{ 

face_t f; 

begin_f_loop(f,th) 

double t = (CURRENT_TIME*2-floor(CURRENT_TIME*2))/2; 

//t is the local time within each period 

{ 

if (t <= 0.218) 

   F_PROFILE(f,t,i) = 0.5*sin(4*PI*(t+0.0160236)); 

  else 

   F_PROFILE(f,th,i) = 0.1; 

 } 

 end_f_loop(f,t); 

} 

4.5.3 Parameters for Materials 

In the multiphase model, we consider plasma and RBC mixture to determine the flow 

analysis of blood. Plasma is considered liquid and RBCs are considered semi-solid.  

 

Table 4.4: Properties of materials 

Phase 1 Plasma 

Density (kg/m3) 1003 

Viscosity (Pa.s) 0.001 

Phase 2 RBC 

Density (kg/m3) 1080 

Viscosity (Pa.s) Carreau-Yasuda 
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Two configurations, i.e., without and with magnetic field with the same setup, are designed 

and simulated.  

 

4.5.4 Numerical Scheme 

The numerical simulations are carried out using the well-known ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 

program. The solver type is chosen to be a pressure-based approach. T this solver is chosen 

for an incompressible fluid. In the blood flow, there is no heat transfer. For pressure-

velocity coupling, the SIMPLE algorithm is used in solution approaches. The momentum 

equation is discretized using the Second Order Upwind method as a numerical scheme. 

With 1000 total time steps, the time step is set to 0.001 seconds. Each time step process is 

subjected to a maximum of 1000 iterations. Between two consecutive time steps, the time-

stepping is determined by error estimation of all dependent variables. For all dependent 

variables time steps, the limiting convergence requirements of residual are set to 1e-6. 

 

Table 4.5: Overall system and solver requirement 

Solver Fluent 

Material Blood (as RBC) 

Water (as plasma) 

Software use ANSYS 2020R1 

Post-processing Contour plot (velocity, pressure, mass flow 

rate) 

System requirement Workstation (Core i7) 

RAM 32GB 

 

4.5.5 Mesh Generation 

Mesh generation has a significant impact on CFD solutions. Meshes used in computer 

simulations are often classified as either structured or unstructured meshes. Unstructured 

meshes are used for this research because they give better conformance to complicated 

geometries and consume less computing memory than structured meshes which is 

mentioned by Jonathan. (1997). The whole domain is discretized into several elements or 
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grid cells and unstructured mesh is generated having approximately tetrahedron grids of 

2,101,155 and 327,780 nodes. The minimum cell size is 1 × 10-3 m. The maximum aspect 

ratio = 1.96295e+01:1 

 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

(b) 

 

Fig. 4.7. a) Meshing view b) Close view of meshing around the arc. 

 

4.6 Mesh Sensitivity Test   

A Grid-independency test is performed to validate the computational results for the 

simulation of blood flow. The maximum velocity is selected as the factor of the judgment 

of the mesh validation test. To ensure the solution's independence, computational analysis 

is done for three different ranges of grid cells (i.e., from 2,101,155 to 50,000 no of 

elements). Figure 4.8 describes the results of the velocity vs mesh size. The figure shows 

that the output velocity values are getting similar from the initial mesh 3 to mesh 1. Finally, 

mesh 1 was used for the final calculation. 
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Fig: 4.8: Mesh sensitivity test result. 

 

 

Table 4.6: Maximum velocity in three types of mesh 

Mesh type No. of elements Maximum velocity 

Coarse (mesh 3) 50,000 0.555271 

Medium (mesh 2) 1,88,934 0.548369 

Fine (mesh 1) 2,101,155 0.550011 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 General  

Simulated results of the velocity, pressure, and wall shear stress for pulsating blood flow 

in the human aorta with three major branches are presented for the analysis in this chapter. 

These results regarding without magnetic effect are then compared with the MHD field. 

 

5.2 Validation of the simulation 

The numerical simulation must be checked using some analytical solution and numerical 

experiment with comparable unsteady laminar flows in the human aorta before the findings 

can be analyzed. The velocity profile and shear stress in the aortic arc are compared to 

Morris et al. (2005) numerical study, and there is a significant similarity in velocity and 

shear stress. The numerical result is also compared to Vasava and Paritosh (2012). By 

applying MHD Shit et al. (2018) and Teferi et al. (2021) found that the velocity is 

decreasing and wall shear stress is increasing.  In arteries with Reynolds numbers less than 

100, the flow passes through the branches without separation which is also observed in the 

calculation of Reynolds numbers.  

 

5.2.1 Validation of velocity 

Morries et al. (2005) designed a tapered ascending aorta in their study, but only one inlet 

and descending aorta as the outlet was used in this study. A comparison between their 

descending aorta velocity profile and shear stress results is performed in the present study, 

which is plotted in Fig. 5.2. The computational results are slightly varying from that of the 

experimental result in Morries et al. (2005) study due to some changes in geometrical 

design and also for the number of outlets. It is observable that the velocity profile increased 

to reach a peak and then they decrease as with the cross-sectional area.  
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(a) (b) 

 

Fig. 5.1: (a) Geometry taken from Morries et al. (2005) (b) Descending aorta data from 

Morries et al. (2005). 

 

 

Fig. 5.2: Comparison of the present study in terms of velocity at the outlet with Morries et 

al. (2005). 
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5.2.2 Validation of Wall Shear Stress 

In the case of wall shear stress, the numerical result is also compared with Morries et al. 

(2005). In their study, the maximum wall shear is found about 16 Pa while in the present 

study it is observed at 17 Pa. 

 

5.2.3 Validation of VOF Model 

In this simulation, blood is modeled as two-phase flow. According to Abidi et al. (2021) 

the experimental results showed that the pressure drop profile for two-phase flows is 

notably different from the one for single-phase flows in a very narrow microchannel, as 

was seen when earlier publications were examined. Lyras and Lee (2022) designed a 

cylinder shaped with a stenosis Non-Newtonian blood model and compared both single 

phase and two phase model. Lyras and Lee (2022) state that ‘Neither pressure drop nor 

mean velocity are not strongly changed in the multiphase modelling, but particle buildup 

significantly changes which is only revealed by the multiphase approach.’ Fig. 5.3 shows 

that there is slightly drop in the outlet pressure with respect to flow time. 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.3: Outlet pressure profile with time (a) single phase (without VOF model) (b) two- 

phase (VOF model). 
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5.2.4 Validation of MHD 

Altintas and Ozkol (2015) investigated MHD field on a 300 mm long and 10 mm diameter 

pipe to observe the impact of sodium potassium liquid behavior. According to their study, 

as MHD field is applied the velocity profile is observed to decrease its value. 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.4: (a) Taken from Altintas and Ozkol (2015) (b) Velocity vs position  

 

5.3 Computational Results 

In this section, the computational results will be discussed at the designed pulsating velocity 

for 1 sec. A comparison between the non-magnetic field results with the magnetic field 

computational results and the percentage of variation will be discussed. One inlet, four 

outlets, and two planes have been chosen to demonstrate the difference for MHD. Fig. 5.4 

shows the selected planes and lines along with the inlet and outlets sections. Changes in 

terms of velocity, pressure, and wall shear stress are discussed.  
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Fig. 5.5: Selected planes and lines with inlet and outlets. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.1 Comparison of Velocity 

From Fig. 5.5 to Fig. 5.15 shows the numerical results for velocity contour which are 

represented for ascending aorta inlet, BT outlet, LC outlet, LS outlet, descending Outlet, 

plane 1, plane 2, xy cross-sectional plane, line 1, line 2, and line 3. 

 

5.3.1.1 Velocity at Inlet 

As inlet velocity is designed as an unsteady pulsating waveform, the ascending aorta shows 

no significant difference there. For 1 Tesla magnetic field which is applied to generate this 

present study. The inlet flow is found fully laminar. 

Plane 2 

Plane 1 

Line 1 

BT Outlet 

LC Outlet 

LS Outlet 

Outlet 

Inlet 

Line 2 

Line 3 
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Inlet velocity without MHD  Inlet velocity with MHD 

 

 
 

 

Fig 5.6: Inlet velocity contour. 

 

5.3.1.2 Comparison of Velocity at Outlets 

From Figure 5.6 to 5.15 illustrates the changes in contour velocity for applying MHD to 

blood flow. There is no slip condition so the outer wall velocity is zero and it increases at 

the center. As 1 Tesla magnetic field is applied, the velocity profile is decreasing. The 

velocity profile is fully developed at the center so the xy cross-section which is at the middle 

plane is selected for this transient analysis. Table 5.1 shows the difference in velocity due 

to the magnetic effect. As MHD is applied for this selected aorta section, blood velocity is 

decreasing. Fig. 5.13 also represents a simple line at the descending aorta section velocity 

with and without MHD. It is clear that applying 1 Tesla magnetic field the flow is 

diminishing. Because the Lorentz force tends to counter blood flow as a magnetic field is 

introduced to the body, the velocity drops. Because red blood cells in blood contain ions, 

the Lorentz force can counteract the motion of blood flow. Both Kumari et al. (2019) and 

Sharma et al. (2019), who took the Navier slip into consideration, came to similar 

conclusions.  
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Outlet velocity without MHD  Outlet velocity with MHD 

 

  

Fig. 5.7: Outlet velocity contour. 

 

 

 

BT Outlet velocity without MHD  BT Outlet velocity with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8: BT Outlet velocity contour. 
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LC Outlet velocity without MHD  LC Outlet velocity with MHD 

  
 

Fig. 5.9: LC Outlet velocity contour. 

 

 

 

LS Outlet velocity without MHD  LS Outlet velocity with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10: LS Outlet velocity contour. 
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Plane 1 velocity without MHD 

 

Plane 1 velocity with MHD 

 

 

Fig. 5.11: Plane 1 velocity contour. 
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Plane 2 velocity without MHD  Plane 2 velocity with MHD 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 5.12: Plane 2 velocity contour. 

 

 

xy plane  velocity without 

MHD 

 

xy plane velocity with MHD 

  

 

Fig. 5.13: xy cross-sectional velocity contour. 
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Table 5.1: Numerical comparison of velocity due to MHD (1 Tesla) 

 

Without 

MHD 

(m/s) 

Average 

velocity 

With MHD 

(m/s) 

Average 

velocity 
Difference %  

1.074 

0.5739 

1.073 

0.5737 0.0002 0.035% 

1.1011 1.1010 

0.9476 0.9471 

0.8844 0.8840 

0.8213 0.8208 

0.7581 0.7577 

0.6949 0.6945 

0.6317 0.6314 

0.5686 0.5683 

0.5054 0.5051 

0.4422 0.4420 

0.3790 0.3788 

0.3159 0.3157 

0.2527 0.2526 

0.1895 0.1894 

0.1263 0.1263 

0.06317 0.06314 
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Fig. 5.14: Comparison of velocity profile in line at descending aorta. 

 

5.3.1.3 Comparison of velocity with time 

Human blood is considered to be pulsating by using a UDF. For given two pulses in 1 

second as inlet, the following Fig: 5.14 shows the outlet of the aorta section. By comparing 

it is observed that the maximum velocity point is not vary. However, the lowest velocity 

points are decreasing by the effect of MHD field which is showed in the Fig: 5.15. 

 
 

(a) Outlet velocity profile without 

MHD 

(b) Outlet velocity profile with MHD 

Fig. 5.15: Outlet velocity profile with time. 
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Fig. 5.16: Comparison of outlet velocity profile with time. 

 

5.3.1.4 Comparison of velocity in three different lines in their respective 

planes 

     

Velocity comparison for 1 Tesla (y = 30mm) 

 

 
Fig. 5.17: Comparison of velocity at y = 30mm (Line 1). 
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Velocity comparison for 1 Tesla (y = -60mm) 

 
 

 
Fig. 5.18: Comparison of velocity at y = -60mm (Line 3). 

 

Velocity comparison for 1 Tesla (descending aorta) 

 

 

Fig. 5.19: Comparison of velocity at line 2. 
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5.3.2 Comparison of Pressure 

Figure 5.17 to 5.20 illustrate the variation of the pressure distribution for incorporating the 

pulsating velocity with respect to with and without MHD at unsteady conditions. Here, 

static pressure is observed with zero gauge pressure. In ascending aorta section which is 

consider as inlet, there is no changes for applying MHD. However, variation in pressure is 

found as the length of the aorta is increasing. 

Static pressure without MHD  Static pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.20: wall static pressure contour. 

 

Inlet pressure without MHD  Inlet pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.21: Inlet pressure contour. 
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Outlet pressure without MHD  Outlet pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.22: Outlet pressure contour 

 

 

BT Outlet pressure without MHD  BT Outlet pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.23: BT Outlet pressure contour. 
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LS Outlet pressure without MHD  LS Outlet pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.24: LS Outlet pressure contour. 

 

LC Outlet pressure without MHD  LC Outlet pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig 5.25: LC Outlet pressure contour. 
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Plane 1 pressure without MHD 

 

Plane 1 pressure with MHD 

 

Figure 5.26: Plane 1 pressure contour. 
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Plane 2 pressure without MHD  Plane 2 pressure with MHD 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.27: Plane 2 pressure contour. 

 

 

 

xy plane  pressure 

without MHD 

 

xy plane pressure with 

MHD 

  

 

Fig. 5.28: xy cross sectional plane pressure contour. 
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If we set the diastolic blood pressure as inlet pressure which is 80 mmHg, then the value of 

height pressure generate is 90mmhg. Fig. 5.26 shows the pressure distribution over time. 

 

   

Fig. 5.29: pressure distribution for diastolic cycle. 

 

5.3.2.1 Comparison of pressure with time 

By applying 1 Tesla magnetic field, the static pressure increases about 9%. Fig 5.27 

shows the pressure profile with respect to flow time. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.30: Comparing pressure distribution with and without MHD. 
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5.3.3 Comparison of Wall Shear Stress 

In case of shear stress, the value of wall shear stress increases as MHD is applied. The 

height value of wall share stress is 17.9 Pa while applying MHD field the value shows a 

rise about 18.56 Pa. Figure 5.28 and 5.29 illustrate the wall shear stress contour without 

and with MHD respectively. Results are indicating that after applying magnetic field, the 

wall shear stress is increasing. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.31: Wall shear stress without MHD.  
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Fig.5.32: Wall shear stress with MHD . 

5.3.4 Variation of Velocity Streamlines 

The velocity streamline tells us that there is no backflow happening in this simulation. As 

velocity is a vector quantity it has both value and magnitude. 

 

Velocity stream line without 

MHD 

 Velocity stream line with MHD 

 
 

 

Fig. 5.33: velocity streamline. 
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5.3.5 Comparison of Mass Flow Rate 

From fig. 5.31 to 5.38 mass flow through different arteries section have been illustrate. It 

is seen that by applying MHD the mass flow is increasing. (-) ve sign indicates the outlet 

mass and (+) ve sign indicates the inlet mass through the aorta. 

 

Outlet Mass flow without MHD  Outlet Mass flow with MHD 

  
 

Fig. 5.34: Outlet mass flow. 

 

BT Outlet Mass flow without MHD  BT Outlet Mass flow with MHD 

 

 

 

Figure 5.35: BT Outlet mass flow. 
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LS Outlet Mass flow without 

MHD 

 LS Outlet Mass flow with MHD 

   

Fig. 5.36: LS Outlet mass flow. 

 

LC Outlet Mass flow without 

MHD 

 LC Outlet Mass flow with MHD 

 
  

Fig. 5.37: LC Outlet mass flow. 
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Plane 1 Mass flow without MHD 

 

Plane 1 pressure with MHD 

 

Fig. 5.38: Plane 1 mass flow. 
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Plane 2 Mass flow without MHD  Plane 2 Mass flow with MHD 

  

 

Fig. 5.39: Plane 2 mass flow. 

 

 

xy plane  mass flow 

without MHD 

 

xy plane mass flow with 

MHD 

  

Fig. 5.40: xy cross-sectional plane mass flow 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Concluding Remarks  

This present study demonstrates a real three-dimensional geometry of the human aorta 

section with time variation for a design pulsating velocity. VOF model is designed for two-

phase flow and incorporated both on the magnetic and non-magnetic effect to observe the 

changes in velocity, pressure and mass flow rate. From the analysis, the following 

conclusions are drawn:  

a) For pulsating flow Reynolds number is observed and the flow is fully laminar.  

b) On the basis of this simulation, it can be concluded that an external magnetic field (1 

tesla) has an impact on arteries. By applying the MHD field, the value of average 

velocity is decreasing about 0.035% in the artery center point. Because the Lorentz 

force tends to counter blood flow as a magnetic field is introduced to the body, the 

velocity drops. Because red blood cells in the blood contain ions, the Lorentz force can 

counteract the motion of blood flow. 

c) In terms of pressure, mass flow, and wall shear stress, an increase about 9% is observed 

by applying MHD. 

d) In terms of wall shear stress and mass flow rate slight increase have been observed 

about 1.46% and  

Thus, it is clear that MHD has significant effect in blood flow. On the basis of the findings 

reported here, it may be inferred that the application of an external magnetic field may 

control blood flow and pressure by increasing or decreasing the magnetic field strength. 
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

Some aspects of this research, I believe, require further investigation in order to provide a 

thorough picture of the flow conditions within arteries, as well as amelioration to the current 

approaches. It is recommended that:  

The whole design domain is considered a rigid body. The elastic properties of blood vessels 

can be applied to the wall to get more accurate results. FSI (Fluid solid interface) system 

can be considered and vessels thickness can be designed to predict how the wall shear stress 

is changing as well as the wall deformation. 

The actual shape of the RBC is oval. It can collide with others and have some shape 

deformation. This deformation can be investigated in the future. 

Refined mesh is necessary to get more accurate outcomes. The entry section of BT, LS and 

LC arteries sections is not smooth. Improved meshing can be done using meshing software 

in geometry.  

As MHD has effect on blood velocity, pressure and mass flow rate, long term effect on 

human health in exposer of MHD field can be survey in term of medical science. 
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